## Week 8 Task List Math 108

### Preparation 10.4
- Take Notes on a Lecture:  
  - MyMathLab Lecture
  - Campus Lecture
  - TV Lecture

### Practice 10.4
- “Now Try Exercises” after each example

### More Practice
- Workbook Problems after each Objective

### Assignments 10.4
- **Week 8 Homework** in your MyMathLab account  
  **Exercises #1-16**  
  (Similar problems will appear on the quiz)

### Preparation 10.5
- Take Notes on a Lecture:  
  - MyMathLab Lecture
  - Campus Lecture
  - TV Lecture

### Practice 10.5
- “Now Try Exercises” after each example

### More Practice
- Workbook Problems after each Objective

### Assignments 10.5
- **Week 8 Homework** in your MyMathLab account  
  **Exercises #17-41**  
  (Similar problems will appear on the quiz)

- **Mixed Practice Week 8 Homework** in your MyMathLab account  
  **Exercises #42-49**
### Preparation 10.6

- **Take Notes on a Lecture:**
  - MyMathLab Lecture
  - Campus Lecture
  - TV Lecture

- **Read pg. 704-709**

### Practice 10.6

- “Now Try Exercises” after each example

### More Practice (when needed)

- Workbook Problems after each Objective

### Assignments 10.6

- **Week 8 Homework** in your MyMathLab account
  - Exercises #50-62
  - (Similar problems will appear on the quiz)

- **Week 8 Quiz** in your MyMathLab account
  - (You have two attempts for this quiz)